5th Grade Word Search #5
Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Search for and circle the hidden words!

truth
refuse
peculiar
laughing
happens
terrific
tripped
avenue
5th Grade Word Search #5
Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Search for and circle the hidden words!

truth  peculiar  happens  tripped
refuse  laughing  terrific  avenue

V: Vocabularies
Happens
Tripped

B: Better

T: Terrific

R: Refused

I: Impressive

H: Happens

E: End

T: Tents

U: Under

R: Refused

T: Terrific

I: Impressive

M: Many

V: Vocabularies
Happens
Tripped

J: Joyful

I: Impressive

O: Outstanding

V: Vocabularies
Happens
Tripped

K: Kids

Y: Year

P: Perfect

R: Refused

U: Under

H: Happens

L: Little

E: Elephant

S: Space

N: Nuts

T: Terrific

A: About

W: World

V: Vocabularies
Happens
Tripped

Z: Zone

O: Outstanding

E: Elephant

R: Refused

E: Elephant

N: Nuts

A: About

S: Space

F: Flies

S: Space

R: Refused